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Scientific Motivation

2

What are the properties of radiation from single electrons?

Can we directly observe its classical or quantum nature?

Are there new ways to generate quantum states of light?

Are there novel applications of the experimental techniques of quantum optics in 
accelerator physics and beam diagnostics?

Bachor and Ralph, A Guide to Experiments in Quantum Optics (Wiley, 2019)
Couteau et al., Nature Rev. Phys. 5, 354 (2023)
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Theories of Light
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Classical electromagnetism

Light as a field wave

Explains refraction, interference, 
diffraction, dispersion, synchrotron 
radiation, … Semi-classical approach

Classical light, quantum matter

Explains most phenomena in 
atomic and molecular physics: 
spectroscopy, stimulated emission, 
lasers, Zeeman effect, magneto-
optical traps, …

Quantum optics

The electromagnetic field is quantized 
with boson properties

Explains spontaneous emission, 
Lamb shift, Hong-Ou-Mandel effect, 
…

Ambiguity of the word “photon:”
– photocounts
– energy quanta
– excitations of the field
– fuzzy balls of light
– …

Loudon, The Quantum Theory of Light (Oxford, 2000)
Grynberg, Aspect and Fabre, Introduction to Quantum Optics (Cambridge, 2010)
Bachor and Ralph, A Guide to Experiments in Quantum Optics (Wiley, 2019)
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Quantum States of Radiation
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Physical system Corresponding quantum state

classical wave
(dipole antenna, laser, …)

Glauber coherent state

thermal, “chaotic” source
(light bulb, black body, star, …)

radiation from single atom, 
parametric down-conversion, 
quantum dot, …

incoherent mixture
(density matrix)

Fock number state

̂a α⟩ = α α⟩

α⟩ = e−|α|2/2
∞

∑
n=0

αn

n!
n⟩

̂n 1⟩ = 1 1⟩
̂n 2⟩ = 2 2⟩
…

Glauber, RMP 78, 1267 (2006)
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How Can One Measure the Quantum State of Radiation?
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Main observables

Photocount statistics: intensity fluctuations, arrival time distributions

Coincidence rates vs delay: “bunching” and “anti-bunching”

Wcoh(t) = Wcoh(0 | t) = we−wt Wch(t) =
w

(1 + wt)2

Wch(0 | t) =
2w

(1 + wt)3

coherent state chaotic state
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The Hong-Ou-Mandel Effect
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Hong, Ou and Mandel, PRL 59, 2044 (1987)

Radiation in a 2-photon state is observed in the same detector

Coincidences are suppressed
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Previous Results in Runs 2 and 3 at IOTA
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Lobach et al., PRAB 23, 090703 (2020)
Lobach et al., PRAB 24, 040701 (2021)
Lobach et al., PRL 126, 134802 (2021)
Lobach, PhD Thesis (2021)

Intensity fluctuations can be used to infer small beam emittances

Editors’ Suggestion, Featured in Physics

2022 APS DPB and
IBIC Faraday Cup Awards

The horizontal emittance ϵx of the flat beam can still be
reliably measured by the SLMs; σeffz and σp can still be
measured by the wall-current monitor. However, the seven
SLMs provided very inconsistent estimates for the much
smaller ϵy—the max-to-min variation for different SLMs
reached a factor of 8. We believe this happened because
the beam images were close to the resolution limit, set by a
combination of factors, such as the diffraction limit, the
point spread function of the cameras, chromatic aberra-
tions, the effective radiator size of the dipole magnet
radiation (≈20 μm), and the camera pixel size (≈10 μm in
terms of beam size). Therefore, the monitor-to-monitor
emittance variation primarily came from the Twiss beta-
function variation (βðmaxÞ

y =βðminÞ
y ≈ 12). Although the res-

olution of the SLMs may be improved in the future [22], at
present, ϵy of the flat beam is unresolvable by the SLMs,
and, therefore, is truly unknown. However, the measured
fluctuations for the flat beam, shown in Fig. 2(b), were of
the same order as for the round beam, with the same
statistical error. Hence, we were able to reconstruct ϵy in
the same way as ϵ in Fig. 2(c). The results are shown in
Fig. 2(d) (red points, right-hand vertical scale) along with
the SLMs data for ϵx (blue line, left-hand vertical scale). In
addition to the statistical error of ϵy, shown in Fig. 2(d),
there was also a systematic error due to the 1 MeV
uncertainty on the beam energy (from 2.5 nm at lower
currents to 5 nm at higher currents), and a systematic error
due to the 50 nm uncertainty on ϵx (from 1.3 nm at lower
currents to 2.4 nm at higher currents). The measured
vertical emittance is 5–15 nm, most likely due to a
nonzero residual transverse coupling. The expected
zero-current flat-beam emittances were ϵx ≈ 50 nm, ϵy ≳
0.33 pm (set by the quantum excitation in a perfectly
uncoupled ring).

The vertical emittance ϵy of the flat beam in IOTA could
also be estimated from the measured beam lifetime
jI=ðdI=dtÞj, assuming that it is determined solely by
Touschek scattering [33], which is a good approximation
at beam currents I ≳ 0.5 mA [29]. In storage rings, the
Touschek lifetime is determined by the effective momen-
tum acceptance δðeffÞacc [34], which is smaller than or equal to
the rf bucket half-height, δrf ¼ 2.8 × 10−3 in IOTA. We
measured the IOTA beam lifetime (550–1000 s) for both
round and flat beams as a function of beam current.
Using the known round-beam emittance and the bunch
length, we arrived at the following estimate for IOTA,
δðeffÞacc ¼ 2.0 × 10−3, by comparing the calculated [35,36]
Touschek lifetime and the measured beam lifetime (for
details, see Appendix D of Ref. [22]). The black triangles in
Fig. 2(c) illustrate the emittance of the round beam ϵ,
determined from the measured beam lifetime using the
Touschek lifetime calculation with δðeffÞacc ¼ 2.0 × 10−3.
Then, we used this value of δðeffÞacc and the values of ϵx,
measured by the SLMs, to estimate the vertical emittance ϵy
of the flat beam via the Touschek lifetime. The results are
shown in Fig. 2(d) (black triangles). The error bars
correspond to the $50 nm uncertainty on ϵx.
During our measurements, the rms and the effective

bunch lengths σz, σeffz were 26–31 cm and 24–30 cm,
respectively, primarily due to intrabeam scattering. They
were different because the longitudinal bunch shape was
not exactly Gaussian due to beam interaction with its
environment [37]. The relative rms momentum spread was
σp ≈ 9.1 × 10−6 × σz ½cm&, based on the rf cavity and
ring parameters. The expected zero-current values are
σz ¼ σeffz ¼ 9 cm, σp ¼ 8.3 × 10−5. The uncoupled case
Twiss beta functions in the undulator were βx ¼ 204 cm,
βy ¼ 98 cm; for more details, see Ref. [22].

FIG. 2. Panels (a) and (b) show the measured fluctuations for the round and flat beams, respectively. The statistical error of each point
is 2.7 × 106 (not shown). (c) The round-beam mode emittance ϵ, determined via SLMs, via undulator radiation fluctuations, and via
Touschek lifetime, assuming the effective momentum acceptance 2.0 × 10−3. (d) The flat-beam horizontal emittance measurement via
SLMs (left-hand scale), the vertical emittance measurement via fluctuations and via Touschek lifetime (right-hand scale). The SLMs had
a monitor-to-monitor spread of $8 nm (round beam) and $50 nm (horizontal emittance of flat beam); these error bars are not shown.
All emittances are rms, unnormalized.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 126, 134802 (2021)

134802-4

var(𝒩) = ⟨𝒩⟩ +
⟨𝒩⟩2

M

What are the statistical properties of undulator radiation from single or multiple 
electrons? Can they be used for beam diagnostics?

source; Dx, Dx0 are the horizontal dispersion and its
derivative, and the vertical dispersion is assumed to be
zero; ϵx, ϵy are the unnormalized rms emittances; σp is
the relative rms momentum spread. The following two
useful relations exist, σ2x ¼ Σ2

x þ σ2x0Δ
2
x, σ2y ¼ Σ2

y þ σ2y0Δ
2
y,

where σx and σy are the transverse rms beam sizes. The
complex radiation field amplitude Ek;sðϕÞ, generated by a
reference electron, is given by the following expression,
see [5,26], [[1] p. 38],

Ek;sðϕÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αk

2ð2πÞ3

s Z
dtesðkÞ · vðtÞeickt−ik·rðtÞ; ð7Þ

where k ¼ kðϕx;ϕy; 1 − ϕ2
x=2 − ϕ2

y=2Þ, α is the fine-
structure constant, esðkÞ is the considered polarization
vector (s ¼ 1, 2), rðtÞ is the trajectory of the reference
electron in the synchrotron radiation source, vðtÞ is the
velocity of the reference electron as a function of time,
c is the speed of light. The electrons are assumed to be
ultrarelativistic, γ ≫ 1, where γ is the Lorentz factor.
The parameter hN s:e:i in Eq. (2) is the average number

of detected photons per turn for a single electron (s.e.)
circulating in the ring. We consider the case of an
incoherent radiation (σzk ≫ 1). Therefore, the average
number of detected photons for the entire bunch can be
obtained as

hN i ¼ nehN s:e:i: ð8Þ

The integrals in Eqs. (2) and (5) are taken from minus to
plus infinity over all integration variables except for k,
which goes from zero to plus infinity. The spectral
sensitivity and the aperture of the detector are assumed
to be included in the detection efficiency ηk;sðϕÞ, which is a
function of polarization, k, and ϕ for that reason.
The derivation of Eq. (2) is largely analogous to [5]

and is outlined in Appendix A. Appendix B provides an
illustrative closed-form expression for M, based on Eq. (2)
in the approximation of a Gaussian spectral-angular dis-
tribution of the radiation.
In IOTA, we study undulator radiation, because the

quadratic term in Eq. (1), sensitive to bunch parameters,
is larger for undulators and wigglers than it is for dipole
magnets [5]. The complex field amplitude Ek;sðϕÞ, generated
by a single electron, can be numerically calculated by our
computer code [28], based on the equations from [29], or by
using the SRW package [30]. Then, the integrals in Eqs. (2)
and (5) can be calculated by a Monte-Carlo algorithm. Our
C++ code with Python bindings for calculation of Eqs. (2)
and (5) is provided in the repository [31].

III. APPARATUS

In our experiment, a single electron bunch circulated in
the IOTA ring, see Fig. 1(a), with a revolution period of

133.3 ns and the beam energy of 96.4% 1 MeV. We
studied two transverse focusing configurations in IOTA:
(1) strongly coupled, resulting in approximately equal
transverse mode emittances and (2) uncoupled, resulting
in two drastically different emittances. Henceforth, we will
refer to the beams in these configurations as “round”
and “flat” beams, respectively. In both cases, the bunch
length and the emittances depend on the beam current due
to intrabeam scattering [32,33], beam interaction with its
environment [34], etc. The longitudinal bunch density
distribution ρðzÞ was measured and recorded by a high-
bandwidth wall-current monitor [35]. It was not exactly
Gaussian, but this fact was properly accounted for by
Eq. (6) for σeffz , which works for any longitudinal bunch
shape. The IOTA rf cavity operated at 30 MHz
(4th harmonic of the revolution frequency) with a voltage
amplitude of about 360 V. The rms momentum spread σp
was calculated from the known rf voltage amplitude,
the design ring parameters and the measured rms bunch
length σz. In our experiments, the relation was

σp ≈ 9.1 × 10−6 × σz½cm': ð9Þ

It is an approximate equation, because of the bunch-
induced rf voltage (beam loading) and a small deviation
of ρðzÞ from the Gaussian shape. However, the effect of σp
in Eq. (2) in IOTA was almost negligible. Therefore, such
estimation was acceptable.
For the round beam, the IOTA transverse focusing

functions (4D Twiss functions) were chosen to produce
approximately equal mode emittances at zero beam current,
ϵ1 ≈ ϵ1 ≈ 12 nm (rms, unnormalized). It was empirically
confirmed that they remained equal at all beam currents
with a few percent precision. The expected zero-current
emittances for a flat beam were ϵx ≈ 50 nm, ϵy ≳ 0.33 pm

FIG. 1. (a) Layout of IOTA. (b) Light path from the undulator to
the detector (not to scale).

MEASUREMENTS OF UNDULATOR RADIATION … PHYS. REV. ACCEL. BEAMS 24, 040701 (2021)

040701-3

Verified that intensity fluctuations contain a calculable 
term that depends on beam sizes (interference)
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Previous Results in Runs 2 and 3 at IOTA
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Figure 4.10: (a) The measured distribution of interarrival times between the photocounts
and a fit by a geometric distribution. (b) The measured distribution of the number of
photocounts in a time window equal to n = 1000 IOTA revolutions and a fit by a binomial
distribution.

— our detector cannot resolve this number, it can only say if there was or was not a detection

event after a pass in the undulator.

4.5 Synchrotron motion of a single electron

Since our apparatus recorded the arrival time relative to the IOTA revolution marker for

each detection event, it could be plotted as a function of the IOTA revolution number, see

Fig. 4.11 . In this figure one can observe a sinusoidal curve — it is, in fact, the synchrotron

motion of a single electron in IOTA.

It was decided to use this as an opportunity to compare the measured synchrotron motion

with a simulation. In Fig. 4.11, the time scale is on the order of a few milliseconds, on a
94

Lobach, PhD Thesis (2021)
Lobach et al., JINST 17, P02014 (2022)

standard deviation �t of the detection time calculated in a time window of 0.1 sec.

4.6 Measurements with two SPAD detectors

In addition, some measurements were taken with an upgraded setup, which included two

SPAD detectors separated by a beamsplitter, see Fig. 4.20 . Similar measurements with such

Brown-Twiss interferometry of undulator radiation have also been reported previously in

Ref. [121].

Figure 4.20: Illustration of the two-SPAD experiment setup.

Since our apparatus recorded the detection events for each detector individually, it was

possible to see if there was any correlation (or anticorrelation) between the detection events

in the two SPADs. The electron in IOTA is believed to be a classical electric current (no

electron recoil after photon emission), which means that the radiated field should be in

a Glauber state (classical state), according to [47–49]. In this case there should be no

correlation (or anticorrelation) between the two detectors, the detection events should be

absolutely independent. It is interesting to see if this is actually the case. If the quantum

state of the radiated field deviates from the Glauber state towards, for example, the Fock

state, then the number of coincidence events (simultaneous detections in both detectors)

will be lower than the one expected for a classical radiation. For a perfect Fock state the
107Figure 4.21: Detection time difference histograms for 1 and 2 electrons in the ring. These

histograms are based on two 300-second-long data sets for 1 and 2 electrons.

namely, one can record one data set with a single electron in the ring, and another data

set with two electrons in the ring. Then, one can select the events where a photocount was

observed in each detector (coincidence events). Further, for each such event, the arrival time

difference can be calculated between SPAD1 and SPAD2. Examples of histograms for the

arrival time difference for 1 and 2 electrons in the ring are shown in Fig. 4.21 . Then,

one can calculate the standard deviations of the arrival time difference �
(1el)

t and �
(2el)

t for

the 1- and 2-electron cases, respectively. Finally, the rms electron bunch duration can be

estimated as

�t =

q
(�

(2el)

t )2 � (�
(1el)

t )2. (4.21)

The random time delays introduced by the SPAD detectors and the discriminator con-

tribute significantly to �
(2el)

t and �
(1el)

t . However, in the subtraction under the square root in

Eq. (4.21) these contributions cancel each other and what is left is exactly �2t . We considered

12 minutes of recorded data for 1 electron and 12 minutes for 2 electrons in the ring. For

110

Photocount statistics with a single detector are 
consistent with a coherent state

From arrival times, measured rf jitter and bunch length

First tests with beam splitter and 2 detectors
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Goals of CLARA in Run 4
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Measure the coherence length of undulator radiation vs. number of electrons

Study the statistics of coincidences

Gain experience with experimental techniques

Measurements based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
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Timeline of Activities

10

Nov 2021: Project start

Feb 2022 — Jan 2023: Interferometer assembly and commissioning at ESB

Jan 23, 2023: Apparatus moved from ESB to IOTA enclosure (M4R dipole)

Feb 2023 — May 2023: Commissioning and experiments in IOTA
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Beam Conditions and Apparatus
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Electrons at 150 MeV
109 — 1 e- per bunch
NIO lattice

Design

Run 4

[Designed to run at 135 MeV 
for max detection efficiency]
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Apparatus

12

Bottom mirror with picomotors

Iris with stepper motors

Top mirror with stepper motors

Interferometer on M4R dipole in IOTA

Light collection
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Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI)
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Minimum incremental motion of delay stage: 20 nm
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Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI)

14
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Detectors — Single-Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs)

15
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Figure 3. Typical Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) vs. Wavelength  

 
 
Figure 4.  Photon detection probability (PD) uniformity vs. Light spot size 
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Data Acquisition System

16

Gated counters, synchronized with the IOTA revolution marker, with similar setup

SPAD1/2 SPLITTER
(HYBRID) COUNTER ACNET

N:ISRCNT08/10
ACL

SCRIPT

ACNET
N:ITP4RC[0]
N:ITP4RC[1]
N:ITP4RC[2]

ONLINE INDIVIDUAL AND
COINCIDENCE RATESINDIVIDUAL

COUNTS

DISCRIMINATOR
DIGITAL
DELAY

GENERATOR
FAN-OUT

OSCILLOSCOPE

COINCIDENCE

PICOSECOND
EVENT TIMER

LEVEL
ADAPTER COUNTER ACNET

N:ISRCNT12

FRONT-END
COMPUTER

TIME-TAGGED
PHOTOCOUNTS

COINCIDENCE
COUNTSONLINE

SCOPE

COAX CABLE
(~75 m)

PHOTODETECTORS

SIGNAL
TIMING
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– Inject full-intensity beam (~ 1 mA)
–Move beam from injection to central orbit
– Align periscope to center of iris and camera
– Establish interference conditions
–Measure alignment and fringe visibility with camera

– Scrape beam to ~100s of electrons by reducing rf voltage
– Check beam intensity with camera and PMTs
– Turn on SPADs
– Align SPADs in 3 directions
– Collect SPAD rates and time-tagged photocounts under various 

conditions: number of electrons, MZI arm delay, iris opening

Experimental Procedure

17
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Model of Delay Scans

18

R1 = C1 1 + V1 ⋅ exp (−
d2

2d2
c ) ⋅ cos ( 2π

λ
d)

Rc = R1 ⋅ R2 ⋅ tw

W ≡
Rc

R1 ⋅ R2
rc ≡

Rc

R1 ⋅ R2 ⋅ tw
≃ g(2)

R2 = C2 1 − V2 ⋅ exp (−
d2

2d2
c ) ⋅ cos ( 2π

λ
d)

“Normalized coincidence window”“Normalized coincidence rate”
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Effect of Vibrations

19

Fluctuations of arm length smear detector rates and mimic the HOM effect
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Effect of Vibrations

20

Fluctuations were measured and mitigated

Stancari et al., FERMILAB-FN-1246-AD (2024, in preparation)
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Delay Scans with Laser Diode as Light Source

21
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Delay Scan with ~300 Electrons in IOTA

22

τ =
λ
c

≃ 2 fs
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Coherence Length from Single Electron! — Effect of Iris

23

As expected, large apertures accept a wider range of frequencies, 
corresponding to a shorter coherence length

large aperture

small aperture
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Delay Scan with Single Electron in IOTA
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Delay Scan with Single Electron in IOTA — Central Fringes

25

High statistics scan, 100 s / point
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Delay Scan with Single Electron in IOTA — Gated Counters

26

Observations indicate that multi-photon undulator radiation from a 
single electron is mostly in a coherent state
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Next Steps

27

Analysis
– quantify coherence lengths, compare with calculations and simulations
– quantify upper limit on Hong-Ou-Mandel dip
– photocount arrival times, fluctuations and correlations with different light sources: 

thermal, diode (below/above lasing threshold), electrons in IOTA

Publications
– technical memos and physics notes
– Run-4 report
– peer-reviewed journal

Interferometer still in place at M4R in IOTA

Scientific motivations for continuation of the program under discussion: beam 
diagnostics, generation of quantum radiation, improve experiment setup, …
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Lessons Learned

28

– Interferometers are of course very sensitive to all kinds of noise: mechanical 
vibrations, power-line frequencies, etc.

– Lost detection efficiency at 150 MeV, but could work in parallel with NIO
– Lengthy alignment procedures of MZI and SPADs; undulator radiation alignment 

different from laser diode alignment
– If interference condition is lost, it may take a while to re-establish it
– Stage positions need to be in ACNET, synchronized with the rest of the data
– Acquisition of digital camera image data could be streamlined
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Conclusions

29

Directly observed multi-photon radiation from a single 
electron at the femtosecond scale!

Fascinating physics

The techniques of quantum optics may provide novel tools 
for beam diagnostics
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